
The Truth About Faster Internet: It’s Not Worth It 

Individuals are spending ever extra for blazing web speeds, on the promise that sooner is 

best. Is that basically the case? For most individuals, the reply is not any. From a report: 

The Wall Avenue Journal studied the web use of 53 of our journalists throughout the 

nation, over a interval of months, in coordination with researchers at Princeton College 

and the College of Chicago. Our panelists used solely a fraction of their out there 

bandwidth to look at streaming companies together with Netflix, Amazon Prime Video 

and YouTube, even concurrently. High quality did not enhance a lot with greater speeds. 

Image readability was about the identical. Movies did not launch faster. Broadband 

suppliers equivalent to Comcast, Constitution and AT&T are advertising and marketing 

speeds within the vary of 250, 500 and even 1,000 megabits a second, typically promising 

that streaming-video bingers will profit. “Quick speeds for your whole exhibits,” declares 

one on-line advert from Comcast.  

However for a typical family, the advantages of paying for greater than 100 megabits a 

second are marginal at finest, based on the researchers. Meaning many households are 

paying a premium for companies they do not want. To gauge how a lot bandwidth, or 

velocity capability, households want, it helps to have a look at an excessive situation. Our 

customers spent a night streaming as much as seven companies concurrently, together 

with on-demand companies like Netflix and live-TV companies like Sling TV.  

We monitored the outcomes. Peter Loftus, one in all our panelists, lives exterior 

Philadelphia and is a Comcast buyer with a velocity bundle of 150 megabits a second. 

Peter’s median utilization over 35 viewing minutes was 6.9 Mbps, 5% of the capability he 

pays for. For the portion when all seven of his streams had been going without delay, he 

averaged eight.1 Mbps. At one level, for one second, Peter reached 65% of his capability. 

Did his video launch sooner or play extra easily? Not likely. The researchers stated that to 

the extent there have been variations in video high quality equivalent to image decision 

or the time it took to launch a present, they had been marginal. 

 


